Complete Payne exercise 3.9. Be sure to read my notes/instructions below, which may include additional problems or modification to the directions in the book, as well as information to help you solve the problems.

Payne 3.9

- The following are additions, simplifications, or corrections to the data and should help you solve the problem:

  ṇaɲian ‘song’
  16. peŋkenalan (correction of the book example)
  20. penikahan (correction of the book example)
  27. perusak (correction of the book example)
  35. mejakin (correction of the book example)

- Please note that in a few of the roots, there is deletion of the initial consonant when a prefix is added. In order to figure out which roots have deletion, you need to find an example of the root that doesn’t have a prefix.
- For part C, instead of “Justify your answer…”, simply explain why you arrived at your conclusion.
- Skip part D.
- For part E, you only need to worry about the prefixes starting with [p] and any suffixes you find. For the [p] prefix, identify the environment in which each allomorph occurs.
- DO NOT DO PART F.